PERSONALISED NEWS ON DEMAND:
The HyNoDe consortium*
Abstract
This paper presents the approach of the ESPRIT project HyNoDe (EP 22160 - Hypermedia
News on Demand) towards a novel Personalised News-On-Demand (PNoD) Service. The
HyNoDe Service Personalised feature refers to customisation of the service to suit individual
needs and preferences of the clients based on the information filtering concept. The service
addresses all the involved phases in the news publishing industry, from News Capturing up to
end-user News Presentation. The paper compares the HyNoDe service with existing ones, and
presents the architecture of the service, and the HyNoDe modules and tools related with each of
the news publishing phases.

1. Introduction
First we introduce the notion of personalised news-on-demand and give a short
overview on existing PNoD systems. The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents the architecture of the HyNoDe system. In Section 3, the Newsoriented procedures of the HyNoDe system are described. Section 4 covers aspects
related to Quality of Service (QoS) and 5 presents the system/service management and
user-oriented procedures. Section 6 contains implementation details and section 7
concludes the paper.
1.1 Personalised News on Demand
The advanced capabilities of the emerging information and telecommunication
technologies that trigger the decrease in cost of software, hardware and
telecommunication charges, as well as the increasing importance of quality
information in modern economies are fundamental drivers of multimedia services
[Anal94]. The combination of real time communication with sufficient bandwidth,
guaranteed by the evolving network architectures [Ovum95], creates opportunities for
a wide range of residential as well as business services and promises a new era in
information acquisition and delivery through the provision of on-demand and
personalised services. The on-demand mode enables clients to schedule the viewing
time of programs and manage the information presentation by pausing, resuming and
in general controlling the navigation in the information space. The personalised
feature refers to customisation of the service in order to suit the individual needs and
preferences of the clients. Personalising the service to meet the clients interests is
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based on the information filtering concept, where intelligent mechanisms are used to
suppress automatically the delivery of information that does not directly interest the
user.
1.2 Related Approaches
A number of news publishers have already provided electronic access to their news
using WWW browsers over the Internet. Nevertheless, the majority of the existing
applications lack the personalised and on demand features that give added value to the
service, the latter mainly due to the limited bandwidth of the current packet WAN
networks.
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environment is shown. It defines a proprietary authoring data representation and
exports a textual MHEG notation. Within the BERKOM Multimedia Mail project
(MMM), [Thim94] describes the dynamic composition of multimedia documents,
controlled by the user
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Figure 1. The Architecture of the HyNoDe System

depicts the architecture of the HyNoDe system. The basic components of it are closely
related to the phases of production, storage, distribution, delivery and presentation of
News Stories.

3. News Provision
This section presents the news life-cycle from collection through the News Production
System up to delivery and presentation. The intermediate steps include content
preparation, news authoring, filtering, news storage and retrieval, and news
propagation through a hierarchy of servers.
3.1 Delivery Path
Content Preparation: A news story in the HyNoDe system is written using one of the
tools that are common to the infrastructure of the news agency. The News Story is a
multimedia document; it contains information in various formats such as text,
hypertext, graphics, audio and video and also encapsulates any associations among
them (e.g. synchronised play out of audio and video components). The author is
required to move the news body (text, video, etc.) to a specific directory to make it
available for further processing.
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Figure 2: Data Flow Scheme in the News Authoring Process

Classification: Through this, the news story becomes available to the news editor.
The editor is responsible for the classification of the story. The main issue of the
editor

Production: This layout tool is called the News Production (NP) Tool. The NP Tool
allows the editor or the presentation designer to decide quickly for one layout from
those templates that can present the news story and all the additional contents that
have been assigned to the story by the editor. It is important for the content providers
that no full-fledged multimedia editor is necessary for this step but that the connection
of informative data and multimedia enhancement is made quickly. Although such a
connection could also be made automatically on the fly, it was decided for the textual
news stories of the HyNoDe system to involve human interaction. This is mainly
because enforcing consistency of available templates and the selection made from
these templates may not be accepted by the content providers at this stage. After the
decision about the connection of template and contents, the NP Tool generates a
multipart document for the transmission to the storage component.
Storage: The storage component is the Regional Multimedia Server, which stores all
attributes of the news story, now aggregated in a news story descriptor, in a database
and forwards this descriptor to the next component, the Filtering Manager. If that
component determines that the story is relevant for at least one client, all of the files of
the news story are copied into dedicated filesystems. While the Regional Multimedia
Server is the only server involved in the current installations, the later installations of
the system will be organized as a hierarchy of servers for more efficient distribution of
the news stories, because in a real world situation the number of end customers of the
HyNoDe system may become prohibitively large, and their geographical location is
assumed to be arbitrary. In the hierarchical system, each server at the next lower level
in the server hierarchy will appear to the Regional Multimedia Server as a client. Not
all uploaded information is forwarded to the next server, but only the story
descriptors. If the server at the next level decides from the set of known client profiles
(a client may be a customer or another server) that the content is relevant, it requests
the transmission from the Regional Multimedia Server.
Distribution: The Filtering Manager determines that a requested upload operation
handled by the Multimedia Server was successful. In case that an active end-system is
directly attached to the server, the Filtering Manager checks whether one or more
customers interested in the news story are logged onto the system. Although the
system is basically an unconnected service based on HTTP, so a connection
monitoring application is running on each end-system indicating that a customer is
currently using the service. This application maintains an open connection to the
nearest server, through which notifications of newly arrived stories are forwarded.
Delivery: A notification indicates that the new story has been made available, and it
provides a simple means (a hyperlink) to retrieve it. There is no fixed format for the
notification, but an installation-defined template is available to construct the
notification from the attributes of the incoming news story. This allows the decision
about the amount of data to be made at installation time. In contrast to pure push
systems, the customer is not only a consumer of the incoming news. News stories that
are not immediately consumed are stored and not lost. A HyNoDe user can specify
notifications for a subset of all interesting news by specifying multiple profiles.

3.2 Filtering and Searching
News Filtering
The HyNoDe News Filtering Manager automatically selects information based on a
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Figure 3. Filtering Process

system in order to be able to compute similarities. Finally, a thesaurus mechanism is
associated with the dictionary. It allows the news author to find synonyms for
infrequently appearing keywords, and to find specialisation for very frequently
appearing keywords.
This information is then communicated through the Distribution Manager to the
corresponding Regional NSS and on a similar way to the Filtering Manager of the
Local NSSs.
As soon as a new story arrives at the Local NSS, the filtering mechanism is triggered.
For every news story published, the Filtering Manager matches the identification
vector associated with it with the preference vectors of the clients and assigns a
similarity measure to each piece of information. If the similarity measure estimated is
within the correlation bounds defined in the specific profile, then the document is
considered to be interesting for the client. In such a case the list of unread news stories
of interest of the user is updated to include the new news story. If the user is
connected to the system and a preference exists in his profile stating his interest in real
time notification of arrival of important news stories, a message is sent to the
Presentation Manager of the end-user, triggering a notification to the end-user about
this new news story.
News Searching
All information needed to execute the search is stored in the descriptors. Due to the
fact that descriptors are copied into the descriptor database of each local server,
searching can be done locally. As a search result the user gets a list of matching news,
sorted by a ranking value. The matching news are not necessarily available on the
local server. This fact is visualised by using a traffic light paradigm. A flag with the
colour red, yellow or green at each matching news describes the quality of service
which may be achieved when accessing the news. Green means that the nearest copy
of the news is located either on the local server or on another server in the upper
server hierarchy which supports guaranteed QoS for the connection to the user. A
yellow flag indicates that the news may be located on a system where the connection
to the user may provide an acceptable throughput to transfer the news but there is no
guaranteed QoS for the connection to guarantee a smooth replay of continuos media.
A red flag indicates that the news has first to be downloaded onto the local server
before it is accessible for the user. This happens when the news is only stored in the
archive.
HyNoDe provides two search interfaces. One very simple interface uses HTML forms.
The user can fill in some simple search parameters to create a standard query. The
receiving CGI script transforms the form parameters into a search query conforming to
the HyNoDe search language. More elaborated queries can be created using a search
language. The language consists of any number of triples combined by the boolean
operators AND and OR. A triple consists of a matching condition, a flag, and a value.
The matching condition names one of the attributes, a relation (is equal, is unequal, is
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On the other hand, the HyNoDe service management monitors and controls all the
services offered by the system. This includes: access control, server security,
copyright protection, subscription processing, accounting and billing. Electronic
payment methods had been considered but postponed until a standard in this area has
been settled.

5. Conclusions & Future Plans
Innovative information services with strong need of multimedia content, as the
Personalised News-on-Demand Service, prove to be a driving force for the
deployment of Advanced Communication Infrastructures. Key components of the
Service are the NPS, the NSS and the NDS. Within the NSS, the Filtering manager
adds an important new asset, compared to other existing News Services.
ESPRIT Project HyNoDe (Hypermedia News on Demand) aims to design and develop
an efficient and market-oriented PNoD service. This will be achieved through the
adaptation and integration of existing IT components needed in the phases of news
authoring, storage and delivery. Appropriate mechanisms will be developed enabling
news filtering according to each end-user profile.
An Initial prototype implementation of the HyNoDe system has been completed and a
trial phase with real world actors is expected to begin before the end of June 1997.
Consequently, it is expected that the presentation of this work at IDMS97 will also
include the evaluation results of the trial phase.
The programming languages used in the implementation are C++ and Java. The
database for storing the Descriptors of the News Stories, the user data, the user
profiles and the accounting info has been built using the Relational Database
Management System DB2 2.1.2 from IBM, while all the database accessing
functionality has been implemented using the ODBC interface. The HyNoDe Server
operates on Solaris 2.5.x and AIX 4.1.4 (or later) platforms while the clients need to
be capable of running Java-enabled browsers.
The following components will be added in the future: A profile optimiser will
support the user in the management of his profiles. This component will register and
evaluate the users behaviour to propose modifications of the profiles with the goal to
adapt the profiles to the changing interests of the user. Additionally to the simple and
the enhanced interface to searching a third one will be implemented. It will provide a
graphical means to formulate complex search queries.
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